When Perfect Is the Enemy of Good Enough
By Mark Stout
Note: this article originally appeared in the 8 January 2009 edition of Air University’s The
Wright Stuff.
Getting to space is not cheap, fast, or easy. Accordingly, some of the United States military’s
most costly hardware is its space systems. Now, with Space News and others reporting the
unexpected and early demise of the missile warning Defense Support Program (DSP)-23
satellite1, and with DSP’s follow-on, the Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) far from
complete, years late, and hugely over budget2, our nation’s space based missile warning
capability has an uncomfortable shortfall.
The missile warning shortfall will be addressed for a variety of reasons, including China’s
significant space3 (and anti-space4) achievements and recent Russian rocket-rattling5, but
mainly because of Iran’s nakedly ambitious missile and nuclear programs6. If you think a dozen
crazed terrorists with small arms and grenades wreaked havoc and destruction in Mumbai, then
consider what a crazed nation-state with ICBMs and nuclear weapons could do. As such, the
true logic behind fixing this shortfall is the fact that missile defense starts with missile warning.
Accordingly, the Defense Department’s answer to DSP-23’s failure appears to be a “gap-filler”
infrared missile warning satellite, notionally scheduled to launch in 2014.
While the problem has to be addressed, the Defense Department, contrary to public opinion,
lacks the ability to create money. This means DoD will probably follow a well-established
defense programming tradition which holds that the space “portfolio” will need to provide the
monetary fix for the space “problem.” As such, the donor for the infrared gap-filler bill appears
to be the Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) program, which has been targeted for a
reduction of almost $300 million, about 85% of its budget, across a five year period. To
paraphrase an almost famous Far Side cartoon, “Bummer of a birthmark, ORS7.”
It’s a common budgetary and programming practice to have a healthy program serve as a bill
payer for an emerging need or even a poorly performing program, and while the infrared gap1
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filler is a limited example within the Air Force and Defense Department, there are plenty of
more pervasive problems in other government space programs. Besides SBIRS--which if it had
met schedule, would obviate the need for the infrared gap-filler--there’s more. NASA’s James
Webb Space Telescope, has increased in cost from initial estimates of near $1 billion to almost
$5 billion today, and the two weather satellites NASA’s having built for NOAA, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, will now cost about $7 billion8. Don’t forget the
National Reconnaissance Office’s Future Imagery Architecture (FIA) program, which saw its
costs increase from approximately $6 billion to $15 billion with at least one element of its
program estimated to be five years behind schedule9. Although FIA was finally cancelled, those
actions are about as common as ivory-billed woodpecker sightings10.
While he wasn’t the first to see it or say it, in October 2005, Senator Wayne Allard was arguably
the most prominent space-smart person to point out the danger of losing our way in space11. He
offered the United States space community (the military, intelligence community, industry,
Congress, and others) has, in many respects, become its own worst enemy. This holds true not
only for space systems, but in just about all acquisition programs, due to significant technical
problems, schedule delays, and cost growth. Referencing the Defense Science Board, Allard
went on to point out that cost has replaced mission success as the primary area of emphasis;
that there is a strong bias to produce unrealistically low cost estimates in order to get the
program started; and, that an undisciplined requirements process allows new desires to be
introduced late in the development cycle. The results are predictable: systems that are late, over
budget, and under-deliver; diminished credibility with the media, Congress, and the public; and,
concerns about the fundamental competence of the space community. These factors all helped
to pave the way for the creation of the ORS program.
At its heart, the ORS program12 was intended to address the deep dissatisfaction with the space
“business as usual” model described above, that is, the incredibly expensive and “exquisite”
space launch, satellite, and command and control systems that take 8 to 10 years to bring online. Instead, ORS was intended to provide access to space-based products that would be “good
enough” and “fast enough” to deal with urgent and evolving military needs13. Ideally, this would
all be plenty cheaper, too. Assuming the ORS “take” occurs to pay for the infrared gap-filler, the
ORS program will be completely incapable of addressing these needed changes to the current
space business model. While the budgeteer’s axiom may be “fund it or kill it,” in government
work, seldom does either occur. If ORS is the infrared gap-filler bill-payer, the program will
probably have just enough money to go to meetings and promote the goodness of their ideas,
but not enough to make a significant difference or provide any new capabilities.
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Speaking recently, General Robert Kehler, head of Air Force Space Command, pointed out the
futility of building a perfect space system when one that’s good enough can do. This happens
when the space community attempts to fulfill a myriad of sometimes mutually exclusive space
system requirements in one space system.14 Kehler instead proposed creating individual space
programs which are tailored to meet the needs of each user.15 While not exactly ORS, his ideas
lead in that direction and support the idea of “good enough.” At the same conference, Secretary
of the Air Force Michael Donley said "Space-based capabilities constitute joint, interagency and
national interests. They are national assets. Our challenge is to find ways to streamline and
strengthen interagency governance of the space enterprise."16 While those are good words
(especially “streamline”), and they’re clearly not anti-ORS, unless very carefully applied, they
could well keep the space community in the current paradigm, that is, the quest for the perfect
one-size-fits-all space system.
How will we sustain our nation’s needs for a competitive space national security advantage17 in,
to, through, and from space? It requires new thinking--for example, accepting “good enough”-and not just new hardware. ORS appears to be new thinking and deserves a stay of execution,
while many “exquisite” space programs should prepare for their demise.
Mark Stout is a researcher and analyst at Air University’s National Space Studies Center and
sometimes posts at the blog Songs of Space and Nuclear War. The opinions expressed here are
those of the author alone and may not reflect the views and policies of the US Air Force or the
Department of Defense.
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